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Ar0cle 1 - Defini0on of descrip0on 

Yogatreat -  
The user of the present terms and all companies and organizaFons associated with Yogatreat 

Student - 
The other party that parFcipates in special classes, workshops, retreats, courses or trainings 
organized by Yogatreat. 

Ar0cle 2 - Applicability and validity 

2.1 

These general condiFons apply to all agreements in which Yogatreat acts as a contractor. 

2.2 

DeviaFons from and addiFons to agreements and these general condiFons are valid only if and to the 
extent that they have been confirmed by Yogatreat in wriFng or by email. 

2.3 

If one or more provisions in these General CondiFons are at any moment parFally or completely 
destroyed, then sFll it will remain fully applicable what is stated in these General CondiFons. 

Ar0cle 3 - Comple0on of agreements 

3.1 

Yogatreat is first bound when a contract has been confirmed explicitly, in wriFng or by e-mail, or by 
Yogatreat with execuFon acFons. 

Ar0cle 4 - Special classes, workshops, retreats and courses 

4.1 

An assignment to offer a special class, workshop, retreat or course is accepted by Yogatreat with 
sufficient registraFons. The minimum amount of registraFons varies per assignment.  

4.2 

Student can only parFcipate in the special class, workshop, retreat or course, if the tuiFon fee is paid 
in advance. 

4.3 
Yogatreat reserves the right to make organizaFonal and substanFve changes regarding special classes, 
workshops, retreats or courses. 

Ar0cle 5 - Yogatreat teacher training 
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5.1 

To be admiVed to Yogatreat's teacher training, the student must comply with the admission 
requirements, determined by Yogatreat, and which may vary per teacher training. 

5.2 

Student can only parFcipate in the teacher training, if the full tuiFon fee has been met before the 
start of the course. 

5.3 

Yogatreat reserves the right to make organizaFonal and substanFve changes regarding teacher 
training. 

Ar0cle 6 - Cancella0on 

6.1 

CancellaFon of special classes, workshops, retreats and teacher training can be done via email and is 
discussed for the first Fme once it has reached Yogatreat. AYer enrollment, the student has 14 days 
for consideraFon. 

6.2 

If cancelled up to 6 days before the start of a special class, workshop or retreat, 50% of the total 
amount will be charged. In case of cancellaFon aYerwards, the student is due the full payment. 

6.3 

In case of cancellaFon of a special class or workshop with the request to be transferred to the next 
special class or workshop, 35% of the total fee will be charged, provided that the place can be filled 
by a student of the waiFng list. The transfer requests are handled in order of date of entry. 

6.4 

CancellaFon of a teacher training has the following consequences: 

- If cancelled at least 12 weeks before the start of the program, 10% of the training costs (with a 
maximum of € 100.00) will be charged. 

- If cancelled between 12 and 6 weeks before the start of the program, 30% of the training costs will 
be charged. 

- If cancelled between 6 weeks and 1 week before the start of the program, 70% of the training costs 
will be charged. 

- If cancelled within 1 week before the start of the program, there is no right of refund. Also no 
tuiFon fees will be refunded in case of absence during the training. 
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Ar0cle 7 - Compliance Yogatreat 

7.1 

The agreement between parFes leads Yogatreat to a commitment obligaFon, never to a result 
obligaFon. Admission by a student on the basis of compliance with the granted admission standards 
does not guarantee that the student will complete or parFcipate the special lesson, course, 
workshop, retreat or training successfully. 

7.2 

Yogatreat reserves the right to cancel without giving a reason a special class, workshop, retreat or 
training, or to refuse a student’s parFcipaFon prior to the start of a special class, workshop, retreat or 
training. 

7.3 

Yogatreat has the right to prevent further parFcipaFon of students if their conduct or if they are 
prevenFng or interfering with the normal course of the special class, workshop, retreat or training, or 
if their conduct exceeds Yoga Alliance's ethical guidelines. Exclusion does not affect any obligaFon to 
refund the student's payment. 

7.4 

Yogatreat can’t be urged to repeat special classes, workshops, retreats, courses and / or trainings for 
students who were prevented from aVending. The payment of missed lessons remains indebted.  

Ar0cle 8 - Price and payment 

8.1 

Prices are in euros, including sales tax, unless stated otherwise. 

8.2 

Yogatreat is enFtled to calculate a price increase of cost-determining factors, which arises aYer the 
conclusion of the agreement to the student. 

8.3 

Payment must be made within 14 days of the invoice date in a manner that is specified by Yogatreat. 

8.4 

In case of late payment within the payment period specified in 8.3, the student is immediately and 
without default in default, in which case the student is liable for the invoice amount 1% interest per 
month from the date of absence unFl the Fme of full compliance. 

8.5 

Payment must be made without any cancellaFon or suspension of any kind whatsoever. 

8.6 

All costs for collecFng the student's due are at the expense of the student, which costs are set at 15% 
of the unpaid amounts with a minimum of € 250. 
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Ar0cle 9 - Force majeure 

9.1 

Force majeure means: any circumstance beyond the direct influence of Yogatreat or any reasonably 
unforeseen circumstance which temporarily or permanently prevents compliance with Yogatreat's 
obligaFons under the agreement. Such condiFons include: death, acute disease, restricFve 
government measures, mobilizaFon, war, warfare, revoluFon, strike, seizure, seizure, special weather 
condiFons, lack of means of transport, complete or parFally flawed by third parFes whose services 
are received. 

9.2 

In the event of force majeure, Yogatreat has the right to suspend, in whole or in part, its obligaFons 
to students, whether to terminate the agreement without judicial intervenFon and without any 
compensaFon whatsoever. 

Ar0cle 10 - Liability 

10.1 

Damage caused to student due to deficiency, unlawful act or otherwise, Yogatreat is solely liable if 
the damage is the sole consequence of gross negligence of Yogatreat. 

10.2 

In case Yogatreat is liable for compensaFon for damages, this liability is limited to the invoice amount, 
less the related sales tax on the relevant delivery of the service. 

10.3 

Yogatreat accepts no liability for damage to (personal) property of a student. 

10.4 

Yogatreat accepts no liability for injuries incurred. Student is obliged to report to the teacher the 
increased opportunity due to defects or pregnancy prior to class. 

10.5 

The safety instrucFons provided by Yogatreat must be taken into account by the student. In the case 
of a student's refusal, the following consequences are completely for the student. 

10.6 

Yogatreat is in no way liable for damage arising due to overdue periods, nor for consequenFal or 
indirect damage, including damage due to loss of profits or missed savings. 

10.7 

Student indemnifies Yogatreat for third party claims. Student will never be liable for third parFes and 
staff members of Yogatreat's third parFes. 

Ar0cle 11 - Suspension and dissolu0on 

11.1 
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If, before the Fme of delivery of services to a student, it is found that the laVer does not comply with 
any obligaFon to Yogatreat, not properly or in good Fme, Yogatreat has the right to suspend 
compliance with all of its obligaFons towards a student or the agreement with a student without any 
or all of the terminaFon or judicial intervenFon and without being liable for any damages, in whole or 
in part, without prejudice to the other rights of Yogatreat in such a case. 

Ar0cle 12 - Disputes and applicable law 

12.1 

All agreements apply exclusively to Dutch law. 

12.2 

All disputes between parFes will iniFally be submiVed to the competent court in Utrecht, the 
Netherlands, without prejudice to the jurisdicFon of Yogatreat to seVle the dispute through 
arbitraFon or binding advice.


